Medoral Duo Plus: The Fuchs® Medoral Duo Plus toothbrush, available in both natural and nylon bristle varieties, sets the standard for cleansing action, gum stimulation and state of the art toothbrush technology for the ultimate in dental hygiene.

The Duo Plus toothbrush features a special handle shape designed by European dentists. This carefully tapered handle makes it very easy to reach all the corners of the mouth. The Duo Plus has a larger bristle field that is tapered for dual action teeth cleaning. The shorter bristles appear at the front of the brush to make cleaning the back corners easier, while the longer bristles at the back of the brush help thoroughly clean the surfaces. The Duo Plus also features two types of bristles: a softer outer bristle field that provides effective cleansing action, while massaging the gums and attacking the build-up that tends to accumulate at the gum line; as well as a medium inner bristle field designed to remove the tougher build-up that accumulates on the tooth surfaces.

Record Multituft: The Record Multituft is our standard toothbrush. It features nylon bristles, a basic design and a very competitive price level. This toothbrush is designed for anyone who wants a good-quality, good-value toothbrush and who has no special dental care needs. This toothbrush competes favorably with most other brands on the market in terms of manufacturing quality and price. It is the ideal basic toothbrush.

Record V: You may have seen extensive advertising about the benefits of using ripple “v” bristle fields; these uniquely shaped bristles help prevent plaque formation, as they can more effectively get in between the teeth. What you may not know is that Fuchs® is one of the original manufacturers of the ripple “v” bristle toothbrush. Always at the forefront of dental care technology, ripple “v” bristles have been a successful part of the Fuchs® line since the 1950s! They are still the best-selling bristle shape in the Fuchs® product line.

At Fuchs®, these pioneering ripple “v” bristle toothbrushes are marketed under the name Record V. The Record V Toothbrush features a uniquely angled neck, providing maximum agility in reaching even the furthest corners of the mouth. The Record V is available with natural bristles in soft, medium, or hard varieties; or nylon bristles in soft or medium.

Children’s Junior: Getting a good start on proper dental hygiene is vital to ensure clean, healthy teeth as an adult. Fuchs® is dedicated to meeting the special toothbrush needs of children. Of primary importance is an easy-to-grip, firm handle that will not slip out of a child’s grasp. The Fuchs® Junior series of toothbrushes has been specially designed to meet this need; it features a special handle grip tailored to small hands. In addition, the brush has a compact bristle field that ensures thorough cleaning action, even in hard-to-reach areas of the child’s mouth. Start your child off on the road to good dental health with a Fuchs® Junior toothbrush.

Make Fuchs® toothbrushes a part of your dental-care future

Fuchs® Toothbrushes (the name means “fox” in German, and is generally pronounced “Fewks”) has been a leader in the field of toothbrush technology for over 80 years. The first to develop the Ripple “V” bristle field, Fuchs® works with dental professionals and designers to continually advance the oral hygiene benefits of their toothbrushes.

A good program of dental hygiene has a number of elements. No one element alone can promise you good dental health. However, brushing regularly is the most important single aspect of maintaining the health of your teeth and gums. When combined with daily flossing and regular dental checkups, brushing is the first line of defense against cavities, gum disease and other dental care problems.

Fuchs® Toothbrushes are designed to be part of your regular oral care regimen. No matter what your dental needs, age, or bristle preference, we have a top-quality, competitively priced toothbrush engineered to address your oral care needs.

For more information contact the USA importer:

©2015 Lotus Brands, Inc.
P.O. Box 325, Twin Lakes, WI 53181 USA
Phone: 262 889 8561
Fax: 262 889 2461
Email: fuchs@lotuspress.com
Website: www.Fuchs-Toothbrushes.com
(wholesale and distributor inquiries welcome)
It's a little-known fact that the primary benefits of good dental care are obtained mainly from correct brushing itself, rather than from special toothpaste or rinses. From toddler to senior, everyone's teeth grow and change; each stage requires different toothbrush technology to produce optimal results. As a leader in oral care, Fuchs® has developed a wide range of brush styles and sizes to meet every consumer need and preference.

The unique combination of state of the art design and strict quality control standards help make Fuchs® products the future of dental hygiene. Sophisticated, efficient manufacturing systems and high volume, worldwide distribution enable Fuchs® to produce top quality toothbrushes at extremely competitive prices.

Fuchs® toothbrushes feature ergonomic handles and very dense bristle fields, in both natural and nylon bristle options. Natural Bristle brushes are the traditional toothbrush used by Europeans for centuries and come from specifically selected and sterilized grades of boar bristles. Natural bristle brushes are especially useful for people who require soft-bristled brushes to avoid damaging tooth enamel or sensitive gums. The nylon bristle brushes feature full “end rounding” and polishing of the bristles. This critical step ensures that there are no rough bristle ends to harm the gums or tooth enamel.

Fuchs® Toothbrushes are manufactured under the strict quality control guidelines of the German Food and Drug Regulations, and are registered by the USFDA for import into the United States. So when you look for quality toothbrushes, look for the sign of the fox.

**Anti-Plaque:** This brush features a compact head to reach all corners of the mouth, with an angled bristle pattern to break through the biofilm more effectively and help reduce plaque formation. The soft rubberized coating over the back of the brush head and ergonomic non-slip handle enhance the benefits of the brush.

**Anti-Plaque**

**Triple Action:** This brush features an “X” bristle field for effective cross-cleaning action. There is also a high-low bristle field configuration to optimize inter-dental cleaning. The special top angled tip is designed to clean difficult to reach areas of the mouth. These features are paired with a soft rubberized coating over the back of the head to protect delicate oral tissue and an ergonomic handle with a nonslip thumb recess.

**Triple Action**

**Sanident:** This brush has several features designed for those who need an ultra-soft toothbrush. The bristle field is extra soft to help protect delicate gum tissues and tooth enamel. The bristles themselves are a unique “4-point” shape to enhance the extra-gentle cleaning action. The ergonomic handle also has a flexible brush neck to reduce brushing pressure further. The compact head style gets into every corner of the mouth easily.

**Sanident**

**Fold-Out Handle Travel:** Fuchs® realizes that it is not always convenient to brush after every meal, as recommended by dentists. How many of us actually carry a bulky toothbrush around with us everywhere we go? Thanks to Fuchs®, you can now maintain your good dental habits wherever your busy day takes you. The brush folds securely into the handle for hygienic storage during travel. This creates a full-size toothbrush in a portable package. The Fuchs® Fold-Out Handle Travel toothbrush is a convenient, compact model that can easily fit in a purse, pocket, briefcase, gym bag, desk drawer or glove compartment. There is no better toothbrush available to take on the go.

**Fold-Out Handle Travel**

**Gum Clinic:** Modern “in-mold anchorless technology” eliminates the holes in the base of the bristle field where ordinary toothbrushes may tend to accumulate bacterial growth. Massage knobs along the sides invigorate and massage the gums. The bristle field pattern has been specifically designed to optimize cleaning efficiency. The top-angled cleaning tip helps you reach all corners of the mouth.

**Gum Clinic**

**Ekotec™ Replacable Head Toothbrush System:** Another example of Fuchs®, commitment to world leadership in dental technology is the patented Ekotec™ Replacable Head Toothbrush System. This product represents the ultimate merger of superior dental care with environmental awareness. The Ekotec’s bristle field is compact, in keeping with the latest trends and advances in European dentistry, to ensure easy access to all areas of the mouth.

The replaceable head has several additional advantages:

**First, it saves you money.** When the head wears out, you pay only for the replacement heads, rather than for a whole new toothbrush.

**Second, it’s good for the planet.** By cutting down on the number of handles repeatedly thrown away, you can help alleviate problems of landfill overflow and waste disposal in your local environment. All Ekotec™ toothbrushes come with three replacement heads: when these have worn out, you may continue to purchase convenient Ekotec™ Replacement Head Packs until it is finally time for a new handle.

**Third, Ekotec™ is hygienic.** Any toothbrush will become less effective over time, due to deterioration of bristles and the buildup of bacteria. Dentists tell you to change toothbrushes every 4-6 weeks. It is particularly important to replace a germ-filled toothbrush after a bout with the cold or flu; this helps avoid reinfection during your recovery. However, few people actually keep to this schedule – we forget to get new toothbrushes or fail to keep a reserve supply on hand. The Ekotec™ replaceable system is ideal under these circumstances.

The Ekotec™ system is hygienic and easy to use. Any toothbrush you may have used prior to making the switch can be replaced in the handle for hygienic storage. The Ekotec™ Replacable Head Toothbrush System is a convenient, compact model that can easily fit in a purse or pocket. Note that the Ekotec™ system is easy to use: you simply twist the old head off, throw it away, and replace the bristles.

**Ekotec™ Replacement Head Packs**
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